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Machiavelli’s Morals
illay mora

In all of Niccolò Machiavelli’s works, there is no passage more 
 “Machiavellian” than the speech in the third book of his Florentine 

Histories by an anonymous leader of the popular revolt of 1378. e leader Histories by an anonymous leader of the popular revolt of 1378. e leader Histories
attempts to persuade his followers that after all the violence they have al-
ready committed—arson, looting, and the pillaging of churches—it would 
be a grave error to stop now. If they want their old evils to be forgiven, he 
tells them, they ought to commit new ones. “When many err,” he explains, 
“no one is punished, and though small faults are punished, great and grave 
ones are rewarded.” is is followed by a passage worth quoting at length:

It pains me much when I hear that out of conscience many of you repent 
the deeds that have been done and that you wish to abstain from new 
deeds; and certainly, if this is true, you are not the men I believed you to 
be, for neither conscience nor infamy should dismay you, because those 
who win, in whatever mode they win, never receive shame from it…. But 
if you will take note of the mode of proceeding of men, you will see that all 
those who come to great riches and great power have obtained them either 
by fraud or by force; and afterwards, to hide the ugliness of acquisition, 
they make it decent by applying the false title of earnings to things they 
have usurped by deceit or by violence. And those who, out of either little 
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prudence or too much foolishness, shun these modes always suffocate in 
servitude or poverty. For faithful servants are always servants, and good 
men are always poor; nor do they ever rise out of servitude unless they 
are unfaithful and bold, nor out of poverty unless they are rapacious and 
fraudulent. For God and nature have put all the fortunes of men in their 
midst, where they are exposed more to rapine than to industry and more 
to wicked than to good arts, from which it arises that men devour one 
another and that those who can do less are always the worst off. erefore, 
one should use force whenever the occasion for it is given to us… I confess 
this course is bold and dangerous, but when necessity presses, boldness is 
judged prudence; and spirited men never take account of the danger in 
great things, for those enterprises that are begun with danger always end 
with reward, and one never escapes a danger without danger.1

is speech may not encapsulate the entirety of Machiavelli’s political 
thought, but it is vintage Machiavelli. In its tone and content, it is especially 
reminiscent of e Prince.2 Here, as in e Prince, Machiavelli argues that 
life presents instances in which an overriding danger and urgency dictate 
resolute, extreme, and even savage actions necessary for defense, survival, 
and the improvement of our lot. When such conditions arise, pangs of con-
science or concessions to morality are self-defeating. 

e view expressed in this speech claims the dignity of a general theory. 
e clearest example of this is the assertion that appears throughout Machi-
avelli’s writings to the effect that power and wealth can be achieved only by 
force or fraud, or both. is is presented in the speech as an axiom of po-
litical life: “God and nature” arranged it thus. One may, of course, decline 
to take part in the struggle for power and wealth, but one cannot escape 
the consequences of such a choice. e good and the meek may be assured 
that the strong will prey upon them, and the world will remain the same as 
before: Power-driven, restless, and remorseless.

Such convictions seem to lend weight to the popular belief according to 
which Machiavelli held a dualistic conception of politics and morality. To 
the Italian philosopher and historian Benedetto Croce, for example, 
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Machiavelli’s originality lay in his discovery that politics is an autonomous 
enterprise divorced from ethics.3 Other scholars have disagreed with this. 
Isaiah Berlin, for instance, held that Machiavelli did not differentiate be-
tween politics and ethics, but rather between two different kinds of ethics.4

Nevertheless, his popular image as a cynical thinker is due to Machiavelli’s 
pronouncements concerning the relationship between politics and morality.5

Indeed, as early as 1532, the year it appeared in print, e Prince was re-
ferred to sarcastically as “the golden book of morality.”6

Time would only confirm Machiavelli’s status as the enemy of decent 
people. In Elizabethan drama he is regularly invoked to play the part of evil 
personified; Shakespeare refers to him as “the murderous Machiavel”;7 and 
in the nineteenth century, he appears as a protagonist in Maurice Joly’s e 
Dialogue in Hell Between Montesquieu and Machiavelli (which later gave in-Dialogue in Hell Between Montesquieu and Machiavelli (which later gave in-Dialogue in Hell Between Montesquieu and Machiavelli
spiration to e Protocols of the Elders of Zion), where he is made to maintain 
that politics and morality are poles apart.8

In contrast to this portrayal of Machiavelli, it is my intention here to 
show that he in fact believed morality to be a central component in political 
life. Machiavelli, it will be argued, understood morality and politics to be 
closely linked—but in a very subtle way that challenges, or even contravenes, 
common assumptions about their relationship. In Machiavelli’s view of the 
nature of man, it is a grave error to attempt to force politics to conform to 
the dictates of ethical theory; when politics strives to be moral, it achieves 
the destruction of the very conditions necessary for moral existence. In 
all that we do to regulate public life and provide for security and welfare 
in human society, it is immoral to be moral. Such is the irony of politics. 
e tragedy of politics, however, is that the alternative is no less dangerous. 
Little good can result when the art of politics forsakes morality entirely.

It is a terrible paradox, then, that the moral existence of a society can 
be secured only by political foundations whose creation requires the very 
means that undermine common morality: Force, cruelty, and deceit. 

But this paradox is not the familiar claim about the need to 
employ evil means for good ends. For one thing, there is hardly any good as 
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such in Machiavelli’s world, and his ends, certainly from a modern liberal 
perspective, are often as dirty as the means.9 For another, the business of 
laying solid political foundations on which moral existence can repose is not 
a one-time task. Given human nature, it involves unending maintenance, 
from which it follows that the threat to morality is as continuous as the 
threat to survival. In this predicament, man has no universal, foolproof rules 
of conduct to guide either his political deliberations or his moral choices. 
In this view, not only politics, but morality too is in a perpetual crisis, en-
gulfed in uncertainty and constrained by necessity. And yet, although ours 
is not a good world, temporary islands of stability can be created in it, and 
reasonable levels of security and prosperity can be achieved—and these are 
the circumstances in which morality can thrive. In light of the nature of 
man and his world, even a partial success is a resounding one. And the fact 
that such success might contain within it the seeds of ultimate failure is no 
reason to despair.

II

Machiavelli’s approach to the relationship between politics and 
 morality comes into sharp relief in his critique of Christianity. For 

more than a thousand years before he wrote, Christianity had largely defined 
the domain and content of Western morality. It is not surprising, therefore, 
that a significant departure from the prevailing attitudes about politics and 
morality contained within it also a bold attack on Christianity.

But Machiavelli was not a typical anti-cleric. He did not indulge in the 
polemics fashionable in the Middle Ages, which usually centered on the ma-
terialism of the institution and its clergy, or the gulf between theory and prac-
tice, ideals and reality. His argument was more radical and fundamental.10 In 
comparing it to paganism, for instance, he discovered that Christianity
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leads us to ascribe less esteem to worldly honor. Hence the Gentiles, who 
held it in high esteem and looked upon it as their highest good, displayed 
in their actions more ferocity than we do…. Besides, the old religion did 
not beatify men unless they were replete with worldly glory, army com-
manders, for instance, and rulers of republics. Our religion has glorified 
humble and contemplative men, rather than men of action. It has assigned 
as man’s highest good humility, abnegation, and contempt for mundane 
things, whereas the other identifies it with magnanimity, bodily strength, 
and everything else that tends to make men very bold. No, if our religion 
demands that in you there be strength, what it asks for is strength to suffer 
rather than strength to do bold things.11

is is Machiavelli’s most direct attack on the religion in which he was 
baptized. Significantly, it is not an attack on the Church’s attempt to sub-
jugate politics to ethics, but on the distinction the Church made between 
the two. e Church’s withdrawal from, and contempt towards, this world 
in the name of a pure spirituality is seen by Machiavelli as a prescription for 
defeat—and a central cause for the world’s relative decline since antiquity. 
A morality that averts our gaze from the city of man and directs it upwards 
to the city of God, which denigrates the meaning of earthly travail, has only 
itself to blame when reality falls short of ideals. Morality of this sort is the 
problem, not the solution. To Machiavelli, the Church’s distinction between 
politics and morality may be itself immoral—immoral because it is politi-
cally deleterious.

is understanding of Machiavelli’s aims, according to which he, 
on the one hand, saw Christian morality as ill-suited to this world, but 
did not disassociate morality from politics, on the other, was pivotal to 
Isaiah Berlin’s seminal 1972 article on “e Originality of Machiavelli.”12

According to Berlin, the claim that Machiavelli divorced ethics from politics 
is based on the false premise that ethics is the realm of absolute, ultimate 
values, whereas politics is the technical art of adapting means to ends.13

But Berlin maintains that there exists another kind of ethics, embod-
ied in the polis or Greek city-state, of which Aristotle provides the most 
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comprehensive and authoritative account. Berlin explains that in the polis, 
politics is not an instrument for attaining a different, higher end, but a su-
preme value in itself. It defines man as a rational being, and leads to a fuller 
and happier life. Accordingly, man and politics—that is, the private good 
and the public good—are in essence meant for each other.14 “We [Atheni-
ans] alone,” declared Pericles in a famous speech, “regard a man who takes 
no interest in public affairs, not as a harmless, but as a useless character.”15

e polis is the source of man’s identity, and it is from this political com-
monwealth that he derives his ultimate values. In this political tradition, 
there is no room for the disassociation of the spiritual from the mundane, 
let alone a distinction between politics and morality.

If we accept Berlin’s argument that Machiavelli considers the existence 
of another, pre-Christian ethics to be self-evident, then the distinction he 
makes is not between politics and ethics, but between two different moral 
approaches: Pagan morality, which exalts the values of “courage, vigor, forti-
tude in adversity, public achievement, order, discipline, happiness, strength, 
justice, above all the assertion of one’s proper claims”; and Christian moral-
ity, which idealizes “charity, mercy, sacrifice, love of God, forgiveness of en-
emies, contempt for the goods of this world, faith in the life hereafter, belief 
in the salvation of the individual soul as being of incomparable value….”16

In Berlin’s reading, Machiavelli thinks that those who adopt Christian eth-
ics are unfit for the construction of a society that is best suited to human 
beings. Machiavelli, in this reading, does not judge one way of life to be 
intrinsically more desirable than another, but rather insists only that the two 
kinds of ethics cannot coexist. A choice must be made between them.17

But while Berlin goes some distance toward identifying the source of 
tension in Machiavelli’s political thought, he fails to follow the long trail 
of Machiavelli’s argument to its end, and as a result fails to appreciate 
the depths of Machiavelli’s originality.18 Machiavelli is not satisfied with a 
“liberal” presentation of two equally good but contradictory ethics, each of 
which is legitimate in its own right. Neither is he satisfied with demonstrat-
ing the incompatibility of Christian ethics with the real world. Machiavelli 
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is in fact engaged in a bitter critique of Christianity, which he holds solely 
responsible for the world’s maladies in his time.19

Nor, as we will see, is it correct to say that Machiavelli really em-
braced the ethics of the polis. After all, if he considered the existence of a 
separate, pagan ethics to be self-evident and compelling, it seems unlikely 
that he would describe as “evil”—a term he uses frequently and without 
hesitation—the political means that pagan ethics demands.20 Moreover, al-
though Machiavelli views ancient Rome as the paragon of political organiza-
tion, he does not show the same degree of admiration for classical moral and 
political philosophy. He holds, for instance, the historian Livy in far greater 
esteem than he does Plato and Aristotle,21 and goes to great lengths to em-
phasize his contempt for Cicero. In many cases Machiavelli is every bit as 
critical of classical political thought as he is of Christian idealism. Indeed, he 
dedicates major efforts to undermining the foundations of both.22

III

A more accurate assessment of Machiavelli’s assault on both the A more accurate assessment of Machiavelli’s assault on both the A Christian and classical value systems centers on his concept of A Christian and classical value systems centers on his concept of A virtù, 
which translates, albeit poorly, as “virtue.” An examination of what exactly 
he meant by this term takes us into the heart of his approach to morality 
and politics.

A fundamental concept of Western culture, virtue is a complex notion 
comprising layers of meaning that have accumulated and intermingled over 
many centuries. According to classical Roman thought, virtue is a synthe-
sis of wisdom, justice, courage, and temperance. Over time, other traits 
considered particularly desirable in a leader also came to be associated 
with the concept, including magnanimity, generosity, and honesty. In his 
De Officiis, which enjoyed canonical status during Machiavelli’s time, 
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Cicero deemed honesty the only means of achieving the higher objectives 
of honor and glory. 23 e central argument of De Officiis is that there is De Officiis is that there is De Officiis
no clash between moral rectitude and self-interest, for one who follows the 
principles of virtue will end up being successful as well.24

Christianity inherited from the Romans the doctrine of four cardinal 
virtues, but their assimilation into Christianity was neither easy nor without 
significant modification. e Christian notion of virtue was aimed at the 
attainment of happiness in the next world, not glory in this one. Even the 
ruler, despite his responsibility in this world, was not exempt. is is most 
evident in the “mirrors of princes” (specula principis), advice books for rulers specula principis), advice books for rulers specula principis
commonplace in Machiavelli’s day. ey called, as a matter of course, upon 
rulers to eschew earthly power, riches, and honor, and instead to adopt 
those attributes best suited to functioning as intermediary between God 
and man.25 Goodness had now won its independence from expediency; 
there was no longer a need to value it in worldly currency.

Renaissance humanists, however, reclaimed some of virtù’s original, Ro-
man meanings. Once again, we see evidence of this evolution most clearly 
in the “mirrors of princes” genre, whose emphasis on virtue became even 
stronger over time, and shifted back to the world of man: Unlike the rulers 
of the Middle Ages, who cultivated virtue as a means of ensuring their place 
in heaven, Renaissance rulers were counseled to guarantee themselves glory 
on earth as well. e prince was accordingly required to display “secular” 
virtues. A dimension of realism was thus added to the recommendations of 
the specula principis in the form of an acknowledgment that rulers could not specula principis in the form of an acknowledgment that rulers could not specula principis
always refrain from taking measures generally considered to be manifesta-
tions of vice.26 Nonetheless, such measures were considered a deviation 
from the norm, and should thus be confined to exceptional circumstances. 
Despite all the intellectual changes that occurred during the Renaissance, 
then, the image of the ruler cast by virtù remained essentially idealistic; 
he was still chained to conventional morality, as binding on him as on his 
subjects.27 e humanists’ admiration for the texts they inherited from an-
cient Rome did not make them pagans; they remained good Christians.28
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Machiavelli, however, rejected Christian humanism outright, and e 
Prince—which ironically purports to belong to the genre of “mirrors of Prince—which ironically purports to belong to the genre of “mirrors of Prince
princes”—is largely dedicated to a swinging attack on that tradition. Here it 
would be useful to address some of the more prominent aspects of Machi-
avelli’s rhetorical strategy in his most famous work.

In the notorious chapters 15-18, Machiavelli discusses the virtues a 
prince ought to have, and systematically refutes the main tenets held by 
authors of the specula principis.29 ey had high regard for liberality, for ex-
ample, as a necessary virtue for a ruler; Machiavelli, however, considered it a 
vice: e ruler, once he has spent all his money, will be forced to increase the 
burden of taxation on the people, which will in turn engender hatred and 
lead to his downfall. ey claimed, furthermore, that the virtue of mercy 
was preferable to heavy-handed policy, severity, and cruelty; Machiavelli 
insists that “each prince should desire to be held merciful and not cruel; 
nonetheless he should take care not to use this mercy badly.”30

He takes as his example Duke Cesare Borgia, who was a skillful user of 
cruelty; and his brutal deeds achieved results that are difficult to write off 
as immoral. To demonstrate this, Machiavelli draws a comparison between 
Borgia’s policies and those of the Florentines: “Borgia was held to be cruel; 
nonetheless his cruelty restored the Romagna, united it, and reduced it to 
peace and to faith.”31 Anxious not to appear inhumane, the Florentines did 
nothing to check the violence between opposing factions in Pistoia, a city 
then under their rule. A quick body count, says Machiavelli, reveals that 
Borgia was in fact more “merciful” than the Florentines: Borgia’s cruelty 
preserved the social order, whereas the Florentines’ mercy brought about its 
collapse.

Machiavelli’s point is not that cruelty is invariably a good thing, but that 
it is impossible to determine a priori whether it is good or evil. Of course, 
mindless cruelty is bad; but wickedness can be “honorable.”32 Machiavelli 
accepts the ordinary senses of moral terms and employs conventional value 
judgments. He does not sanitize violence and deceit: Cruel acts are for him 
cruel acts whatever the circumstances or benefits.33 But this is precisely what 
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enables him to question their meaning as they enter the political field of 
vision. He reveals the interdependence of good and evil. “Good” and “evil” 
exist, Machiavelli in effect says, but they are not absolute categories, and in 
fact they are frequently bound up together.34

is transvaluation of values culminates in chapter 18 of e Prince, 
entitled, “In What Mode Faith Should Be Kept by Princes.” e writers of 
“mirrors of princes” believed that craftiness is a vice unbecoming a ruler.35

Machiavelli concedes that it is a negative trait, but is quick to add that 
“nonetheless one sees by experience in our times that the princes who have 
done great things are those who have taken little account of faith and have 
known how to get around men’s brains with their astuteness; and in the end 
they have overcome those who have founded themselves on loyalty.”36 But 
not content with offering an empirical observation, Machiavelli also advises
rulers to act contrary to conventional morality. is chapter thus provides 
the clearest example of how Machiavelli reappraises the relationship be-
tween politics and ethics.

e attack on the traditional understanding of morality and politics oc-
curs simultaneously on two fronts: Against the Christian humanist writers 
of the specula principis; and against Cicero, the pagan hero of the humanists. 
ough Machiavelli does not mention Cicero by name in this chapter, it is 
manifestly clear that he and his heirs are the target of his polemic. Quoting 
almost verbatim from De Officiis, Machiavelli notes that “there are two ways 
of fighting, one with laws and the other with force. e first is the way of 
men, the second is the style of beasts.” Cicero went on to explain that there 
are also two ways to do evil: By force, the way of the lion; or by fraud, the 
way of the fox. Neither of them is becoming of men, but fraud is by far 
the more despicable. Machiavelli appropriates these same terms in order to 
say something altogether different. Unlike Cicero, who justified the use of 
force only in exceptional circumstances—when discussion and negotiation 
become futile, for instance—Machiavelli claims that the methods becoming 
of men are often ineffective, and therefore one must also be familiar with, 
and prepared to use, the methods of the beasts. “us, since a prince is 
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compelled of necessity to know well how to use the beast, he should pick 
the fox and the lion, because the lion does not defend itself from snares and 
the fox does not defend itself from wolves.”37 e combination of fraud and 
force is a winning formula; if, however, one must choose between the two, 
the fraud of the fox is preferable to the brute force of the lion. By granting 
legitimacy to the methods of the beasts, Machiavelli stood Cicero’s Stoic 
morality on its head, and with it some of Christianity’s most cherished 
principles.38

In his Discourses on the First Ten Books of Livy, Machiavelli discusses 
Cicero’s political actions during the Roman civil war, the fateful results of 
which were the very opposite of what he had intended to achieve. Instead 
of weakening Mark Antony, Cicero’s actions served only to strengthen him; 
instead of leading the senate to victory, they brought about its defeat.39 In 
other words, Cicero epitomizes for Machiavelli the difference between in-
tentions and results, theory and practice, and the dangerous ease with which 
men are tempted into ignoring the distinction. While Cicero preached hon-
esty, human fraternity, peaceful settlement of disputes, his Rome practiced 
force and deceit to create an empire. 

Machiavelli does not condemn the Romans for going the way of force 
and fraud. On the contrary, he declares this choice a reason for their success. 
Had Rome acted according to Cicero’s precepts, he suggests, it would not 
have conquered the known world. Rather, Rome owes its glory to the fact 
that its policies betrayed its own moral principles.40 To fulfill its aspirations 
it deceived whenever it could, and when it could not, it resorted to force. 
Unlike the intellectuals of the Roman republic, Machiavelli does not see 
the source of its power in its high ideals, but in its actions in contravention 
of those ideals. Nor does Machiavelli take issue with Rome’s hypocrisy; on 
the contrary, he recommends that all states adopt precisely the same com-
bination of force and fraud, lion and fox: First, do what needs to be done 
to conquer, and only then take care that your actions enjoy the veneer of 
legitimacy. Such is the conclusion we must draw from the speech delivered 
by the anonymous leader of the popular revolt in Florence: We must behave 
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like Romans; some Cicero will always cover our tracks. Machiavelli’s view 
of the relationship between politics and morality is based on this distinction 
between “good” theory and “evil” practice. He provides a dramatic state-
ment of this distinction in chapter 15 of e Prince:

Since my intent is to write something useful to whoever understands it, it 
has appeared to me more fitting to do directly to the effectual truth of the 
thing than to the imagination of it. And many have imagined republics 
and principalities that have never been seen or known to exist in truth; 
for it is so far from how one lives to how one should live that he who lets 
go of what is done for what should be done learns his ruin rather than his 
preservation.41

is quotation could well serve as the credo of political realism. It represents 
a complete rejection of the belief in an idealized good, either that of classical 
political philosophy or that of the Christian faith, both of which provided 
man with a lofty ideal toward which to aspire. From the point of view of 
classical philosophy, the fulfillment of human potential is possible only by 
means of an active participation in political life; from the Christian per-
spective, man may gain redemption only by following in the way of Jesus, 
who both idealized and embodied the qualities of meekness, humility, and 
contempt for worldly things. Machiavelli, however, starts with the actual, 
not the ideal. So great is the difference between the two, in his opinion, that 
contemplating the ideal is not only futile but downright suicidal. Hence 
“a prince, and especially a new prince, cannot observe all those things for 
which men are held good, since he is often under a necessity, to maintain 
his state, of acting against faith, against charity, against humanity, against 
religion. And so he need… not depart from good, when possible, but know 
how to enter into evil, when forced by necessity.”42

For Machiavelli, the problem of the relationship between politics 
and morality is first and foremost a political one. It exists because men 
frequently, if not principally, judge politics from an ethical point of view. 
Machiavelli was fully aware of people’s moral sensitivities and of the 
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importance they have for politics in general and the regime in particular. 
Just a few lines after he absolves the ruler of the need to honor agreements 
and keep promises, Machiavelli stresses that he nevertheless must appear 
“merciful, faithful, humane, honest, and religious, and to be so.”43 If he fails 
to do this, and is then tainted by an association with the opposite traits, his 
days as a ruler are numbered.

Whether it is possible for a ruler to succeed in being so regarded with-
out actually being so is a question that may be left open for now.44 For our 
discussion, it is important only that Machiavelli acknowledges the fact that 
people expect their leaders to act in accordance with an accepted moral 
code. To Machiavelli it is of no consequence that these expectations are 
largely self-righteous and impractical.45 What matters is the existence of 
such public moral expectations, which Machiavelli relates to as he would to 
any objective factor that a ruler must take into consideration if he hopes to 
survive. He does not suggest, as have others, that men are motivated solely 
by rational calculations of advantage and self-interest; rather, he insists that 
feelings, beliefs, perceptions, and even misconceptions are no less power-
ful than intellectual considerations. erefore, he attaches considerable 
importance to the fact that people attach great importance to morality in 
politics.46

Machiavelli accepts that politics cannot solve the problem that this hu-
man proclivity creates, but he nonetheless demands that politics face up to 
it. In his discussions of virtù he affirms that rulers do not, and cannot, act 
in accordance with conventional morality. e end of a ruler who does so 
will be as bad as his intentions were good. “A certain contemporary ruler,”47

Machiavelli writes at the end of chapter 18 of e Prince, “never preaches 
anything but peace and faith, and is very hostile to both. If he had observed 
both, he would have had either his reputation or his state taken from him 
many times.”48

e arguments made in the dizzying central chapters of e Prince
reveal two central pillars of Machiavelli’s political thought. First, if we view 
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his advice to “not depart from good, when possible” in the context of the 
chapter in which it appears, it is impossible to ignore the fact that it is given 
because it is politically expedient, and not because it is morally correct. 
Acting in conformity with this counsel will make the ruler appear moral and 
help him survive. Machiavelli examines the relationship between politics 
and morality from the point of view of one whose objectives are political; 
he instrumentalizes morality. But this does not mean that Machiavelli di-
vorces politics from morality: Had he not believed in an intimate connec-
tion between the two, it would be impossible to attribute to him the claim 
that political interest is the highest consideration as well as the measure of 
morality.

Moreover, the maxims given in chapters 15-18 are based entirely on 
the assumption that, since a distinction between politics and ethics is un-
acceptable to the public, a ruler must concern himself with conventional 
moral principles. If the preservation of power were an end that justified any
means—and indeed, it is the highest end toward which the advice in these 
chapters is directed—there would be no need either to question conven-
tional morality or to speak of “evil” when describing the actions of rulers. 
In this sense, Machiavelli did not entirely repudiate the moral legacy of 
Christianity. For had he disregarded it entirely, he would have undermined 
the realism that is so fundamental to his political thought. On the other 
hand, his admiration for ancient Rome did not prevent him from rejecting 
classical political philosophy, nor did it lead him to seek the solution to 
the problem of the relationship between politics and morality in an alleged 
pagan ethic which demands the sacrifice of the individual for the good of 
the commonwealth.

us it is impossible to ignore morality, but it is equally impossi-
ble to ignore the threat it poses to politics and the political order. is 
dynamic makes for a subtle, complicated game that is played over the chasm 
separating rulers from the ruled. e only way to bridge the gap between 
expectations and the imperative not to fulfill them is by the intelligent use 
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of hypocrisy, deception, and intimidation. A ruler must be sometimes a lion 
and always a fox, a “great pretender and dissembler.”49 is advice is not 
intended only, or even mainly, to reinforce one or another ruler’s grip on 
power; for any regime faces the same quandary. us while Machiavelli’s 
instructions may be of use to one or another particular ruler, good or evil, 
they are above all intended to serve the good of the state as such, and of 
political order in general.50

IV

Ultimately, Machiavelli’s approach to the relationship between politics 
 and morality puts us face to face with the question of why, exactly, 

governments must resort to immorality in order to survive—especially if 
their subjects expect them to be moral. Machiavelli provides the answer in 
the same chapters of e Prince in which he advises the ruler to violate mor-e Prince in which he advises the ruler to violate mor-e Prince
al principles while pretending to personify them. Immediately after stating 
that the ruler must emulate the fox and the lion, Machiavelli contends that 
all this would not be necessary or even advisable “if all men were good.”51

But this is not the case. Machiavelli attributes to subjects the same traits 
he recommends to their ruler: ey, too, are “pretenders and dissemblers” 
(but not “great”). And because they “do not observe faith to you, you also 
do not have to observe it with them.”52 In Machiavelli’s view, a ruler is not 
being immoral when he preempts his would-be betrayer by betraying him 
first. Man’s nature makes him prone to betraying his fellow; his only true 
loyalty is to himself. e problem of betrayal is therefore a general one, not 
confined merely to the relationship between ruler and ruled. Machiavelli’s 
position is therefore infinitely pessimistic: “For a man who wants to make a 
profession of good in all regards must come to ruin among so many who are 
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not good. Hence it is necessary to a prince, if he wants to maintain himself, 
to learn to be able not to be good....”53

Politics derives from the nature of man as he is, not as he ought to be. 
e real problem, then, is not with politics, but with its objects.54 ere are, 
unquestionably, good men, but not enough to refute Machiavelli’s political 
calculus. “For one can say this generally of men: at they are ungrateful, 
fickle, pretenders and dissemblers, evaders of danger, eager for gain. While 
you do them good, they are yours, offering you their blood, property, lives, 
and children… when the need for them is far away; but, when it is close to 
you, they revolt. And that prince who has founded himself entirely on their 
words, stripped of other preparation, is ruined.”55 Machiavelli’s political 
writings, literary works, and correspondence leave no doubt as to the depth 
and centrality of his anthropological pessimism.56

It should be added here that when Machiavelli uses the word “evil” 
and equivalent expressions to describe human nature, he does not have in 
mind some pathological need to hurt others. e wickedness about which 
he speaks consists, rather, of selfishness, ambition, envy, fear, and avarice. 
But men tire not only of evil; good, too, quickly becomes dull and irritat-
ing. Men worry when things are bad and are bored when they are good, and 
both these sentiments lead to the same result: When men are not compelled 
to fight, they fight out of ambition—a hunger that can never be satiated. 
“Nature has so constituted men that, though all things are objects of desire, 
not all things are attainable.”57 Hence men are always malcontent, subject to 
the tension between limited resources and unbounded ambition.

is view of human nature informs Machiavelli’s entire political teach-
ing. Since men are by their nature both ambitious and selfish, it is impos-
sible for them to build a society based on goodwill and genuine mutual 
recognition. Machiavelli’s views differ markedly in this regard from those 
of the ancient philosophers. According to Aristotle, for example, man 
is a social animal who fulfills himself through active involvement in the 
political commonwealth to which he belongs. To Machiavelli, however, 
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man is essentially a beast, and the rational faculty he possesses is geared to 
attaining his own ends. Accordingly, virtue is a means and not an end. Man’s 
needs, desires, appetites, and fears are his main incentives to action, and not 
the conditions of the society in which he lives.58

Human solidarity and world peace are on this account no more than 
utopian concepts that endanger those naïve enough to believe in them. Suc-
cessful politics may at best create domestic harmony in a given society,59

although such harmony almost always comes at the expense of another 
society. ough it is impossible to eliminate the evil in a society, this evil 
can at least be channeled toward other societies. “Ambition uses against 
foreign peoples that violence which neither the law nor the king permits 
her to use at home (wherefore home-born trouble almost always ceases).”60

e Roman republic, for instance, owed its greatness in part to the ability 
to channel outward the energies that otherwise would have created internal 
friction.61 It is the nature of the world, concludes Machiavelli, that men 
cannot ensure their security except by force.62

In such a world, moreover, no human society is truly secure, for there 
are always internal and external enemies that lie in wait. ese dangers are 
not happenstance, but spring from the nature of man. Indeed, men them-
selves are the main reason for the instability of their world, and for the dan-
ger that constantly threatens their social order. Every society, every state, is 
ultimately doomed to decline. Nor are failure and weakness the only causes 
of a society’s demise. Prosperity, too, can lead to ruin, for it produces the il-
lusion of security, which is always false. Such societies unfailingly lapse into 
the complacency and arrogance that lead in turn to a decline in personal 
discipline, a reduced willingness to obey laws, the abandonment of the gen-
eral good, and, finally, a bitter end.63

e primary cause of this atrophy cannot be eliminated, since human 
nature cannot be changed. It is nonetheless possible to forestall the inevita-
ble and extend the life of a society. e way to do this—to revive a society 
that has fallen into the depths of political impotence—is to bring it back to 
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its first principles: To the fear and the need for security that once prevailed 
among its citizens. us Machiavelli estimates that about once in ten years, 
harsh measures must be taken against those who pose a threat to the state, 
thereby sowing fear in the hearts of men and curbing their desire to give 
vent to their passions.

e struggle for survival is pitiless, and even the most impressive success 
cannot endure forever.64 But the alternative is worse. Consequently, politics 
must address the ingrained human urges that threaten to demolish the so-
cial order from without and to subvert it from within. us, if for Aristotle, 
the objective of the state was to enable men to realize their human potential, 
for Machiavelli it is to prevent them from doing so.

V

The state, then, is a means to an end, not an ultimate value. For if it 
 were a supreme end in itself, Machiavelli would not, as we have 

shown, have described as “evil” the means required to preserve it.65 Never-
theless, if a prince “wins and maintains his state, the means will always be 
judged honorable, and will be praised by everyone. For the vulgar are taken 
in by the appearance and the outcome of a thing, and in the world there 
is no one but the vulgar; the few have a place there when the many have 
somewhere to lean on.”66 at is to say, the masses that expect a ruler to 
behave morally are the very same masses that will applaud immoral behav-
ior if it results in political success. us we see that moral principles do not 
reign supreme. A hierarchy of values, with politics at the top, is a necessary 
consequence of the fact that morality presupposes politics.

Machiavelli maintained that the distinction between good and evil 
originated with the coming together of men in a political association.67



Politics is the necessary foundation of morality.68 If there is a tragic 
dimension to the relationship between the two, it is to be found precisely 
here: On the one hand, politics without moral sanction is liable to deterio-
rate into a destructive tool for the advancement of private interests that have 
nothing to do with the general good. Politics of this sort will create precisely 
the kind of situation that it was meant to avoid. On the other hand, giv-
ing the demands of ethics pride of place endangers the political order that 
safeguards morality.69

e real Machiavellian distinction, then, is not between politics and 
morality, but rather between a moral politics—that is, a politics that is sub-
servient to moral codes and is therefore itself a threat to the very 
conditions which allow morality to exist—and political morality, which is 
to say, a morality that makes room for Machiavellian virtù. Machiavelli is 
not an enemy of morality as such. More than once he expresses his wish that 
men behave according to conventional moral norms; that is, that they be 
honest and decent.70 Yet he is undoubtedly an enemy of those ethical 
principles that are likely to thwart fundamental political objectives, and in 
so doing to destroy the essential basis for moral, civilized behavior. It is a 
deeply human paradox that politics has often to behave as if the morality 
that depends on it is neither a relevant consideration nor a signifi-
cant goal.

For this reason, political morality of the type envisaged by Machiavelli 
is not a stable system. ere are no universally applicable rules of conduct. 
And if one has to judge anew in every situation whether it is necessary to vi-
olate the conventional moral laws, then moral behavior is, in effect, a matter 
of expedience. Moreover, the nature of politics makes these situations fluid, 
and the dilemmas they present even more complicated: e instability and 
uncertainty that are characteristic of politics renders behavior that does not 
conform to a recognized moral code nothing unusual; it is frequently not 
easy to draw a clear distinction between “ordinary” political situations—in 
which people behave in an acceptable and predictable fashion—and 
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“extraordinary” political situations that necessitate unusual measures. To 
Machiavelli, the life of a political community is indeed in a permanent state 
of crisis.71 e relevant distinction is not between security and danger, but 
between a present danger and a latent one. ere will therefore always be a 
need to resort to “immoral” means in order to survive. It thus follows that 
the threat to ethics posed by politics is a permanent feature of human life. 
It is a rare thing when a society achieves extended periods of security and 
stability; then it may transpire that morality will take over. Yet, as Machi-
avelli points out, history shows that such situations are not just exceptional, 
but rife with dangers of their own.72

Machiavelli’s conclusion is clear enough, and is presented in moral 
terms: In a dangerous world filled with people keen to exploit the weakness 
of others, it is impossible to base morality on morality. In such a world, 
conscience invites abuse just as weakness invites aggression.73 Without the 
willingness to use what conventional morality would consider wrongful 
means, it is impossible to guarantee its survival. “I would like to find one 
who will teach them the way to go to the devil,” Machiavelli wrote on his 
mission to recruit a preacher for the Florentines, “For I believe that the fol-
lowing would be the true way to go to paradise: Learn the way to hell in 
order to steer clear of it.”74

Evil can never be eliminated, so one must know it in order to deal 
with it properly. Machiavelli does not—indeed cannot—draw a clear line 
between the moral and the immoral.75 He is well aware of the peril inherent 
in the fact that in the life of a state it is impossible to achieve good results 
without recourse to “evil” means. As he explained in the Discourses, a state 
whose political spirit has wilted, whose institutions have ossified, can be 
saved only by extraordinary and cruel means. It is difficult, however, to 
find a good man willing to use such means. Rather, it takes an evil man 
to succeed in that enterprise, but then it is difficult to believe that such a 
man, after he has imposed order, will suddenly begin working toward the 
common good.76
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If Machiavelli’s is a morality without a stable foundation, that is because 
it is grounded in politics itself, which is in constant flux.77 It is a morality 
without definite rules, without a transcendent moral underpinning; it has 
neither an Archimedean point nor an unbending framework. Our only 
guide is politics, and the imitation of the lion and the fox.
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